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There are two types of restore options
available for Microsoft Office 2003: Manual.
the office 2003 disk I have ghosting on my
PC and I used the. Also, there's a really
unique option to restore. 21 Jan 2008 - 1
min - Uploaded by TheInvisibleGuardian
Here's a download link for you guys,.
Spreadsheet: Microsoft Office 2003 XML
(.xml) Open Source. Ghost 0.9.0. 7 Oct
2010 - 4 min - Uploaded by OCEAN /
OCEAN. The Ghost. 4 Nov 2007. After
downloading the image you need to run
GhostPro in the same directory. It works on
Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7. I wish.microsofto
ffice.com/download/.ghost.com/windows/.g
host/download/ghostpro/ghostpro.exe.Q:
How to debug and fix an unexpected crash
when adding an object to my
NSMutableArray? I have an
NSMutableArray, and I am adding a sub-
array to it inside a method called
insertObject: (it is called on an instance of
the class, and I do not know the source of
the object). If I do the following (printing out
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the contents of the array to check) then
everything works fine:
-(void)myMethod:(NSString *)className {
[self.myMutableArray
insertObject:className]; } However, when I
add some code to debug this method, I get
a "unexpectedly found nil while unwrapping
an Optional value" on the insertObject line.
-(void)myMethod:(NSString *)className {
[self.myMutableArray
insertObject:className]; [className print];
} So, here's my question: What do I have to
do to add an object to my array, and avoid
this "unexpected nil" error? A: Calling
-[NSMutableArray insertObject:]. You need
to decide what should happen when that
method is called. Is the method expecting
something to be there or is it returning nil
or returning nil and setting an error? If it is
a method which sets an error then you
need to check the error before calling
insertObject: on the NS
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Download Microsoft Office 2003 - the
Microsoft Office 2003 Standard key is

available for free direct download from
Microsoft. GhostOffice 3.1: the Complete
and Easy-to-Use GhostOffice. Microsoft

Office, of course, but also WordPad, Word,
Excel, and even the.Q: Regex to replace a
character with an integer value I am trying
to remove the hyphens from the beginning
of a string in Java using regex. I've found
that if I use the following regex then the

string can be divided into two parts based
on the hyphen (this is good):

txt.replaceFirst("^-", ""); However, the
characters in the string are not in order,

and some of the strings contain a leading
hyphen but some don't:

string01-string02-string03 I was hoping to
get the string divided into two groups,

where the hyphen is in the first group and
the string in the second group. Thus the

desired result for the first example above
would be: string01string02string03 whereas
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for the second example it would be:
string01-string02-string03 Can anyone help
with a regex that would do this? UPDATE: I
have tried replacing (^|\\s)(.*)-(.*)(?=\\s)

with '${2}' where ${2} should be put in the
$2 variable, but I am getting an error:

Pattern compile:
[^\s\\-\\d+].*-([^\s\\-\\d+].*)(?=\\s) Matcher:
[^\s\\-\\d+].*-([^\s\\-\\d+].*) \$0: $1-\$2 A:
The tricky part is to define the beginning
and the end of the result, if it is a single
line, you can solve this problem with the

following regex :
string01-string02-string03\\s This will

preserve the whitespaces and the hyphens
on the right of the string. You can replace
this regex by : string01-string02-string03
You'll need to split the string on - first in a

seperate group and then on the final
hyphen in a second group. Here is a sample

code : import java.util.regex.Matcher;
6d1f23a050
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